DEPARTURE ROUTE DESCRIPTION

TAKEOFF RWY 4: Climb heading 041° to 560, expect RADAR vectors
to RETYR, thence . . . .
TAKEOFF RWYS 13L/R: Climb heading 131° to 560, expect RADAR vectors
to RETYR, thence . . . .
TAKEOFF RWY 17: Climb heading 176° to 560, expect RADAR vectors
to RETYR, thence . . . .
TAKEOFF RWY 22: Climb heading 221° to 560, expect RADAR vectors
to RETYR, thence . . . .
TAKEOFF RWYS 31L/R: Climb heading 311° to 560, expect RADAR vectors
to RETYR, thence . . . .
TAKEOFF RWY 35: Climb heading 356° to 560, expect RADAR vectors
to RETYR, thence . . . .

. . . . on track 298° to MNNKE, then on (transition). Maintain 16000, expect
filed altitude 10 minutes after departure.

CRGER TRANSITION (RETYR5.CRGER): (ATC assigned only)
JUNCTION TRANSITION (RETYR5.JCT)
MNURE TRANSITION (RETYR5.MNURE)
SAN ANTONIO TRANSITION (RETYR5.SAT)
WAILN TRANSITION (RETYR5.WAILN)